Contradictory Parole

The state of Texas is misusing their parole system due to the words they chose to use for their guidelines and procedures. They adopted the term Mandatory Discretionary and did so in this exact order. The mandatory was put before the discretionary which makes the discretionary mandatory. Due to the fact that anything after the term mandatory is mandatory. This term is derived from mandate. Mandate is an authoritative command; a formal order from a superior court or official to an inferior one. So, the term mandatory is containing or constituting a command to administer or assigned under or direct to an order.

Which when you use this word in the system of parole your actually making parole mandatory when you meet the required criteria. The mandatory overrides this discretionary part due to the fact you can't use this term behind a developed order.

It's a mandatory order of parole. There is no discretionary part. This discretionary has no power behind something that is mandatory. These two words are never to be used together in a sentence unless it is purposely being used to contradict the other. In the history of law this is the first time in history that they have used these words together in developing law. These terms are warping the Constitution in a huge grey area.

Sincerely,

Jon Ridgley
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